Current research on 3D model similarity mainly concentrates on shape feature extraction, as well as the measurement with respect to individual objects. However, a quintessential Process Plant Model (PPM) consists of thousands of geometric solids, such as reaction vessels, pipelines and supports. These solids are interconnected following specific engineering rules. When measuring PPM similarity, geometric features as well as engineering attributes should both be taken into account. Therefore, existing shape based methods are inapplicable. As topological relationships are the core of PPM, this paper applies graph similarity into PPM and presents a new similarity measurement based on Topological Relationship Distribution (TRD) feature. First, a Relation Tree (RT) model for extracting TRD is proposed. The RT model attains and stores a PPM's relationship statistics by traversing all attributes and topological relationships of components. Second, as to achieve the comparable feature vector, standardization is performed via mapping relationship statistics into vector space. Last, a hybrid similarity function combining both directional and numerical differences in feature vectors is proposed to evaluate PPM similarity. Due to the exploitation of topological features and engineering attributes rather than raw directions and positions, the TRD based method embraces the properties of translation, rotation and similarity transformation consistency. Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility and accuracy of the proposed framework.
Introduction
Computer aided process plant design involves a wide range of specializations and lots of manpower, during which many intermediate models are generated. With the expanding investment in process plant, the number of Process Plant Models (PPMs) is exploding. In practice, experienced engineers usually construct a plant based on realized plants or already developed projects. Good solutions from old projects may serve as examples for future work and could even be stored electronically [4] . Thus, model retrieval is of great significance in shortening design cycle and improving efficiency.
Due to the difficulty of an accurate 3D model text acquisition method and lacking of standardization, a filename based model retrieval system can no longer meet enterprise-level needs. Comparatively, through directly exploiting the internal characteristics of 3D models, content-based retrieval techniques serve as a useful tool for locating existing models. Furthermore, it can assist designers in maximizing management and reuse of existing resources in future design:
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• By referring to the retrieved historical models, designers are able to enhance model reuse and build engineering models in a more efficient way; • By using revised models for reference, some unnecessary mistakes can be avoided and model quality is better ensured; • Model retrieval techniques make engineering design no longer merely rely on enterprise or individual experiences, which could be a major boost to the development of design competence.
The underlying problem in model retrieval is similarity measurement. Current researches on 3D model similarity [25, 21] focus on shape metric. In contrast, PPM similarity presents the following variants, making it more complex:
(1) Primary Topology. Process plant design concentrates on the structural and topological information of targets, demanding model's capability to precisely describing all components' spatial positions and mutual relations. Consequently, PPM similarity requires less of component's geometrical shapes [9] . In other words, even though there are some differences in geometry (pipeline sizes, for example), two models should still be considered highly similar as long as they have the same topology. (2) Extra engineering attributes. A PPM can be described by three kinds of information [22] : geometrical information for describing shapes and 3D spatial positions, topological information for describing adjacency relations among components, and engineering attributes for describing design constraints, engineering disciplines, etc. Accordingly, besides geometric features and topology structures, engineering attributes should also be considered in PPM similarity measure.
Unfortunately, similarity research towards PPMs is relatively scarce. As PPM is a parametric data structure and its core lies in topology, we represent a PPM as a spatial attribute graph. Components can be expressed as nodes while topological relationships as edges. In that sense, the problem of PPM similarity boils down to attribute graph similarity.
Process plants with different application backgrounds could have differences in engineering design rules, which are mainly reflected in topological relationships between components. As a result, their distributions of topological relationships should be different accordingly. Considering these characteristics, we attempt to map the frequency of each relationship type to vector space and exploit Topological Relationship Distribution (TRD) as PPM's feature. In this step, the attribute graph similarity is boiled down to a vector similarity/distance measure.
Our algorithm is consisted of three parts, listed as follows:
(1) Feature extraction. A Relation Tree (RT) model is proposed to transform the attribute graph into a tree. It is responsible for storing relationship statistics and extracting TRD features. (2) Feature standardization. Because models' relationship types can have different scales, feature standardization is needed in order to make feature vectors comparable. (3) Similarity calculation. According to the specialized characteristics of PPMs, we propose a hybrid similarity function to calculate vector similarity in both numerical and directional aspect.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is reviewed in Section 2; Section 3 gives a brief introduction to PPMs; Section 4 describes the proposed framework; experiment and performance of the proposed framework are presented in Section 5, followed by conclusions and future work in Section 6.
Related work
Similarity research on general 3D models and product CAD models makes significant contributions to the development of model retrieval techniques. Since a PPM can be represented as a spatial attribute graph, existing algorithms for graph similarity can also be introduced. In this section, we give a brief review of the state-of-theart similarity research in general, as well as in CAD and graph areas.
Similarity measure for general 3D models
General 3D models are models that human can make contact with in daily life, such as furniture 3D models, animal 3D models, etc. Their shapes and topologies are complex and built-up by triangular meshes. After years of research, the similarity measurements for general 3D models mainly fall into three categories: feature based methods, graph based methods and geometry based methods [25] .
According to the types of shape features used, feature based methods can be divided into global features, global feature distributions, spatial maps and local features. These methods all focus on the appearing shapes of 3D models. Zhang and Chen [30] describe methods to compute global features, such as volume, area, statistical moments, and Fourier transform coefficients efficiently. Osada et al. [19] introduce and compare shape distributions, which measure properties based on distance, angle, area and volume measurements between random surface points. Ankerst et al. [1] use shape histograms as a means of analyzing the similarity of 3D molecular surfaces. Shum et al. [6] use a spherical coordinate system to map the surface curvature of 3D objects to the unit sphere.
Graph based methods can fall into model graphs, Reeb graphs and skeletons. They attempt to extract a geometric meaning from a 3D shape by analyzing how shape components are linked together. Elinson et al. [11] , Cicirello and Regli [7] compare the similarity of solid models by comparing their associated manufacturing plans. Biasotti et al. [3] introduce a framework for the matching of 3D shapes represented by Reeb graphs. Sundar et al. [24] encode the geometric and topological information in the form of a skeletal graph and use graph matching techniques to match the skeletons and to compare them.
Geometry based methods are divided into view based similarity, volumetric error based similarity, weighted point set similarity and deformation based similarity. A major property of geometry based methods is their robustness to coordinate rotation and transformation. Loffler [17] applies view based similarity to retrieve 3D models using a 2D query interface. Novotni and Klein [18] describe a geometry similarity approach to 3D shape matching based on calculating a volumetric error between one object and a sequence of offset hulls of the other object. Dey et al. [10] present a method to obtain a descriptor of a shape, given by a point sample, by first decomposing the shape into its components. Also, a number of methods [2] compare a pair of 2D shapes by measuring the amount of deformation required to register the shapes exactly.
Similarity measure for CAD models
In CAD area, mechanical product similarity is capturing the most attention. Different from PPMs, mechanical models are comprised of curves and surfaces. Consequently, its retrieval system concentrates on the research of surface feature computation, free-form surface parameterization and mechanical specific standardization.
Cicirello et al. [7] propose a feature-based matching method for mechanical models. Firstly, machining feature extraction is performed to map the solid model to a set of STEP AP 224 machining features; Then, a model dependency graph from the set of machining features is constructed; at last, the nearest neighbors to the query graph is found using an iterative improvement search across a database of other models.
El-Mehalawi et al. [12, 13] introduce a geometry and topology based mechanical model database system. In this paper, a model representation is defined using Standard for the Exchange of Product (STEP). Through this model, attribute graph construction, model indexing, retrieval and matching can be efficiently implemented.
As indicated by Zhang et al. [31] and Wang et al. [26] , each CAD model can be represented as an attribute adjacency graph by extracting B-Rep information. Thus model-wise local similarity is measured using their common sub-graphs.
Similarity measure for graphs
Graph similarity can be classified into two categories [16] :
(1) With known node correspondence. In this situation, adjacency relation based difference in each dual node is used to measure graph structural similarity. The best approaches are Graph Edit Distance [29, 32] and Maximum Com mon Sub-graph [20] .
Zheng and et al. [32] retrieve similar graphs by a given query graph under the constraint of the minimum edit distance. They derive a lower bound, branch-based bound, which can greatly reduce the search space of the graph similarity search. At the same time, they also propose a tree index structure, namely b-tree, to facilitate effective pruning and efficient query processing.
Raymond and et al. [20] propose a graph distance metric based on the maximal common subgraph. Given a minimum similarity coefficient, this procedure consists of an initial screening process to determine whether it is possible for the measure of similarity between the two graphs to exceed the minimum coefficient. Then a rigorous maximum common edge subgraph detection algorithm is proposed to compute the exact degree and composition of similarity.
Nonetheless, computing the edit distance is a Nondeterministic Polynomial (NP) problem [8] and maximal common sub-graph is also NP-complete, implying the infeasibility to efficiently compute existing metrics for general graphs.
(2) With unknown node correspondence. This situation highlights a much higher complexity, which has been addressed by two solutions: (i) Constructing a point-topoint mapping for nodes with the same label in both graphs, then applying the known dual node methods; (ii) Applying certain identical feature extraction method to both graphs, then feature based difference is used against graph similarity.
For example, Yan and et al. [27] propose a featurebased graph indexing method. They investigate the issues of indexing graphs and propose a novel solution by applying a graph mining technique. Different from the existing path-based methods, their approach which is called gIndex, makes use of frequent substructure as the basic indexing feature. Frequent substructures are ideal candidates since they explore the intrinsic characteristics of the data and are relatively stable to database updates.
Zhao and et al. [33] introduce a new cost-effective graph retrieval method based on frequent tree-features of the graph database. They analyze the effectiveness and efficiency of tree as indexing feature from three critical aspects: feature size, feature selection cost, and pruning power. At last, they verify that tree is a better choice than graph for retrieval purpose.
Accordingly, feature based similarity research directions toward feature extraction and similarity computation. Especially for large graphs, feature based graph similarity has an advantage of calculation efficiency, instead of the complicate comparisons of each dual node.
Process plant models
A process plant consists of a set of reaction vessels, pipelines and supports, which are designed for making chemical or physical manufactured products [9] . We will first give a brief introduction to the composition, topology and engineering attribute of PPMs.
Composition of process plant models
A typical PPM consists of thousands of basic components, including equipment, pipelines (i.e. pipes and piping components), valves, instruments, etc. [15] , as shown in Fig. 1 . For example, the model shown in Fig. 1(d) consists of 41,569 components. These components are normally composed of fourteen basic entities, such as cylinder, scylinder, prism, econe, concone, squcir, squcone, box, torus, squtorus, sphere, wedge, saddle and oval, as shown in Fig. 2 . A PPM is designed to be parametric [23] . Consequently, all components follow the same serialized standard which records information such as geometric parameters, types and other engineering attributes, rather than raw meshes as in general 3D models.
Besides the above basic types, there are some other specialized components oriented toward different engineering applications, such as electrical appliance, civil engineering, etc. Many engineering CAD softwares are equipped with specialized database management systems.
Topology of process plant models
Topology is the kernel of PPMs. In order to satisfy construction, operation, maintenance and safety requirements, a PPM's topology is concentrated with the most economical spatial arrangement and interconnections of process vessels and equipment.
Because of the variety of design systems, there exist several topology representations of PPMs. Duality point and smart line based approach, as well as branch based approach, are widely used now. In the former approach, the duality point is used to describe the topological adjacency between piping components, such as pipe segment, tee, valve, equipment, etc. The smart line is a special line which reflects topological attributes of the pipes and components. Usually, the smart line is represented by the centerline of the pipeline. A simple example of duality point and smart line is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In this figure, the black point is duality point and the dashed is smart line. Note that a pipeline may contain a certain number of pipes and components.
In the branch based approach, each pipeline is designed to have several branches and these branches are connected by concrete pipes. A simple branch based pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
Notably, although design systems come with different topology representations, they all have the same essence, that is: a PPM is structured data which can be understood as a complex spatial graph.
Engineering attribute of process plant models
The ultimate goal of computer aided process plant design is to automatically generate isometrics, orthographic and other construction documents. These documents are directly exchanged with 3D models and are used to guide the actual engineering constructions. Engineering attribute plays an important role in generating accurate construction document. The reason is that it contains information about design constraints, engineering disciplines, etc., which are essential to the precise descriptions of components and relationships.
There are many kinds of engineering attributes. Type attribute stands out as the component's unique identifier in engineering databases. Direction flow attribute characterizes the special constraint of topological relationships. Other attributes, like material, pipeline level, facing type, wall thickness, etc., fully describe the process plant design and make it better understandable for builders. In addition, it's worth emphasizing that engineering attributes should be used in accordance with the specific applications.
Proposed similarity measure framework

Background
As mentioned in Section 3, because of its rigorous topology and parametric data structure, a PPM can be expressed as a spatial attribute graph. Each component is represented as a node and topological relationship as an edge. Now a PPM M can be described as M = {C, C }, where C is the component set and C is the relationship set. What's more, C can also be described as
where A ij is the connection attribute of c i and c j , and n = |C|. Based on this representation, PPM similarity can be evaluated by the similarity of their corresponding attribute graphs.
As presented in Tab. 1, each model contains large numbers of components and topological relationships. To ensure the efficiency of similarity measure, we try to tackle this problem through feature extraction, as described in the second solution.
In process plant, design rules reflecting specialized knowledge and application background are embodied in topological relationships. Components should be connected following the specific engineering rules. Therefore, PPMs from different application backgrounds should be different in the distributions of relationships. Consequently, we use Topological Relationship Distribution (TRD) as the major feature and propose a TRD based similarity measure method. In this method, we map the frequency of each relationship type into vector space and calculate the feature vector similarity to measure PPM similarity.
In order to record a PPM's relationships and compute the relationship distribution similarity, we present a Relation Tree (RT) model and a hybrid similarity function respectively. Meanwhile, because of the uncertainty and appearance sequences of relationship types, we need to standardize TRDs and acquire comparable feature vectors.
Feature extraction
With the purpose of extracting TRD feature, a RT model is proposed. Type attribute is the unique identifier for distinguishing different geometric components in engineering databases. Also, it is designers' major principle in selecting the target component. Accordingly, we uniquely identify each node by its component's type resided. Through traversing a PPM's components and topological relationships, a RT can record the amounts of relationship types.
As depicted in Fig. 5 , the root node is denoted as Root and a node identified by Type as node(Type). A RT contains four aspects of information: Also, we can regard the RT as a 3-dimensional sparse matrix:
• axis(i) : containing all node types;
• axis(j) : containing all different kinds of attributes;
• axis(k) : containing all node types.
In this matrix, each entry N(i, j, k) stores the number of occurrences of the corresponding relationship.
Given a PPM M = {C, C }, its RT construction process is a simple traversal of all relationships to populate the sparse matrix. That is, for each topological relation- features. Consequently, these two vectors are not directly compared.
In order to make features comparable, feature standardization is indispensable [14] . Let l x and l y be the new lengths of feature vectors V x and V y . S is the quantity of relationship types of both M x and M y . As the right of Fig. 6 shows, after feature standardization, the corresponding components of V x and V y indicate the same relationship type, resulting in F xi = F yi and l x = l y = S.
The procedure of feature standardization is described as Fig. 7 shows. Feature vectors V x and V y are initialized to empty (i.e. length = 0). A set T is denoted to record all relationships in M x and M y . The size of T is S which is initialized to zero.
Step 1: Traverse nodes in RTs T x and T y :
Step 1.1: If the traversal of T x is finished, go to Step 1.2; otherwise, if the current relationship doesn't exist in T, we add this relationship to T and mark it with 1, then go to Step 1.1; Step 1.2: If the traversal of T y is finished, go to Step 2; otherwise, if the current relationship doesn't exist in T, we add this relationship to T and mark it with 2, then go to Step 1.2; if the current relationship exists in T and is marked by 1, we modify its mark to 3 and go to Step 1.2; T's traversal is finished, the standardization is completed; otherwise go to Step 2.
Similarity function
Various distance/similarity measurements are applicable in comparing vector similarity, among which Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance belong to the former and Cosine method belongs to the latter [5] . Euclidean distance has an amplification effect on greater componential differences. Manhattan distance summates each componential difference and has a fair treatment on each component. Cosine method, which calculates the cosine value of two vectors, is sensitive to their direction similarity. Fig. 8 shows the distributions and similarity results of simple vectors V x and V y under different measurements. Results indicate that: (1) Cosine value reflects the proportional distribution similarity. In V x and V y , the proportions are both 2:4:3, which means the proportional distributions of components are the same. Thus, the proportional distribution similarity between V x and V y results in cos(V x , V y ) = 1.0. (2) However, cosine similarity cannot reflect PPM similarity. In this paper, a PPM's TRD feature is represented by a vector, and each componential value indicates the frequency of corresponding relationship type. From V x and V y , we can obviously find that topological relationship types have significant differences in magnitude, but their cosine similarity is still 1.0. That is because the cosine value only measures how similar two vectors are based on their directions, but regardless of magnitude differences.
In conclusion, both numerical and directional differences cannot be discarded. Moreover, every topological relationship should be treated equally. To resolve this problem, we propose a hybrid similarity measurement to calculate vector similarity both in their magnitudes and directions. 
Secondly, average over all components in V x and V y to indicate their numerical dissimilarity dissim M , Table 2 . Statistics of models in Fig. 1 . which is
Afterwards, calculate the cosine value of V x and V y which indicates the directional similarity sim C as
Lastly, through a blending coefficient ϕ, the similar degree between M x and M y is
Experiment results and discussion
Preprocessing
Preprocessing and representation of a PPM should follow the following principles:
• Each component type in both models is uniquely identified.
• Each model's components are uniquely identified. Fig. 1(a) . Table 3 . Statistics of models in Fig. 9 and their relation trees. Table 4 . Similarity measure results between PPMs in Fig. 9 (ϕ = 0.1). • Each component should be labeled by one type and one type only.
• Each component has at most one relationship set. A component has none relationship set if it is isolated or does not have any linking relationship.
All of our experiments are conducted in an Intel dual core 2.1 GHz CPU and 3G memory laptop. We use PDSOFT R 3DPiping and Visual Studio 2008 as the development environment to preprocess PPMs. Table 2 gives the quantities of component types and relationship sets.
Experiment results
Constructing a process plant is a time consuming project. During this collaborative design process, new requirements may be added. Thus, before the completion of a plant design, lots of intermediate models are generated and stored. In order to retrieve these models for management and reuse, we add intermediate models shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 to verify that our method has a positive performance in distinguishing whether the compared models come from an identical plant or different plants.
After preprocessing, according to the RT construction method described in Section 4.2, we build RTs for PPMs and generate their TRD features. In this experiment, we choose flow direction as edge attribute. Furthermore, we standardize features and acquire the comparable feature vectors as Section 4.3 mentioned. Last, for models shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 , we measure their feature vector similarity using the function proposed in Section 4.4. The value of ϕ is chosen accordingly. Best performance is observed when ϕ is set to 0.1 in our experiments.
For models in Fig. 9 , Fig. 11 and Fig. 1 , statistics of their RTs are presented in Tab. 3, Tab. 5 and Tab. 7 respectively. Corresponding similarity measure results are given in Tab. 4, Tab. 6 and Tab. 8. Table 5 . Statistics of models in Fig. 11 and their Table 6 . Similarity measure results between PPMs in Fig. 11 (ϕ = 0.1). Table 7 . Statistics of relation trees of models in Fig. 1 . Table 4 and Tab. 6 give the similarity measure results of PPMs in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 , from which we have the following observations:
Discussion
Measure results
(1) High similarities are obtained using both our proposed function and Cosine. Fig. 10 and Fig. 12 show the relationship distributions of intermediate PPMs in Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 . We can see they share a similar TRD, which is in conformity with real engineering applications. Tab. 8 gives measure results of four PPMs with different engineering applications presented in Fig. 1 , from which we can see:
(1) Our measure results are sensitive to plant application backgrounds. Models in Fig. 1 come from different plants. The different design criteria lead to the big differences in both relationship types and quantities. Experiments in Tab. 8 also indicate that different background models result in a low similarity.
(2) Cosine is not ideally suitable for TRD features. As shown in Tab. 8 and Fig. 13 , although model Fig. 1 (b) has significant differences with Fig. 1 (c) in scale and TRD, Cosine still gives a higher similarity. Therefore, the higher similarity by Cosine cannot guarantee the higher similarity between their corresponding PPMs.
We conclude the experimental results shown in Tab. 4, Tab. 6 and Tab. 8 as follows: (1) A general similarity function should meet at least the following two conditions [28] :
Our hybrid similarity function confirms to the above conditions. (2) Compared with Cosine, our hybrid function is more suitable for TRD based similarity measure. For models from identical applications as shown in Tab. 4 and Tab. 6, Cosine method gives positive results; however, for models from different applications as shown in Tab. 8, Cosine method has a negative discrimination. It proves that an ideal PPM similarity measure needs to incorporate numerical difference of feature vectors.
(3) The TRD method is adaptive to the engineering applications. Different design rules and project properties give rise to the differences of TRDs. (4) The time cost of our method has a desired performance. The total run times of feature standardization and similarity calculation are presented in Tab. 4, Tab. 6 and Tab. 8. These time costs all lie in a proper range. As an example, the largest model Fig. 1(d) contains 41,569 components and 83,359 topological relationships, but its similarity measure times with other models are less than 453 ms. With the model scales of models shrinking, their measure time is reducing.
ϕ selection
Without further explanation, it's plain to see from Section 4.4 that the blending coefficient ϕ is a tradeoff between sim C and dissim M to the overall measuring emphasis of TRD. sim C emphasizes the proportional distribution similarity of relationships, while totally regardless of magnitude differences. On the other hand, dissim M emphasizes more on the magnitude differences. In real applications, if we have a clear prior knowledge that proportional distribution matters more that magnitude, ϕ should be increased appropriately. Otherwise, ϕ should be reduced. If none prior knowledge is presented, we can still decide the best choice through a series of experiments. Take this paper for example, we use a line scan method letting ϕ ranging from 0 to 1 with step = 0.1. Results are cross compared with each value of ϕ. The best performance is observed when ϕ is set to 0.1.
Effectiveness discussion
A specialized characteristic of PPMs is that, two models with identical topology structures and engineering attributes but different component sizes should be regarded as highly similar. Results demonstrate that our TRD based method possesses a nice property that is only involves topological features and engineering attributes rather than geometrical information. The time complexity of our proposed framework is
The construction of a RT only needs to traverse the PPM once, consequently, O RT = O(|C| + | C |). The complexities of feature standardization O std and similarity calculation O cal are both linear to the total number of topological relationship types of two compared models.
As a statistical method, our measurement may lose accuracy when TRD features are the same but their corresponding models are actually different. However, after our investigation and experiment, we find that when comparing the global similarity of PPMs, the above circumstance is quite infrequent. The reason is that the characteristics of PPMs are large scale, complex topology and various engineering attributes.
Robustness discussion
Due to the exploitation without raw directions and position information, our TRD based measure embraces the advantages of translation, rotation and similarity transformation consistency. It effectively bypasses the problems of numerical error, low efficiency and expensive running cost brought by traditional 3D coordinate standardization.
In engineering applications of process plant, our measure results can be used for model retrieval system. A model retrieval system with a good performance is beneficial to the management and reuse of PPMs, further shortening design cycle and improving design efficiency.
Moreover, as shown in Tab. 4 and Tab. 6, our retrieved results may contain intermediate models generated during the collaborative design process. This can avoid unnecessary repeated design and is rewarding for the following design.
Conclusions and future work
To our best knowledge, this paper is the first research to measure Process Plant Model (PPM) similarity. Due to the specialized characteristics of PPMs, existing shape feature based 3D model similarity methods cannot be applied to measure PPM similarity. In this paper, to solve this problem, we propose a Topological Relationship Distribution (TRD) based method. Firstly, to extract TRD feature, a Relation Tree (RT) is presented according to components' attributes and topological relationships. After building RT, the TRD feature can be extracted as a vector. When comparing TRD similarity, for their representative vectors, components with the same position may describe different relationships. Therefore, to acquire comparable feature vectors, we adjust the sequence of relationships through feature standardization. Afterwards, we proposed a hybrid similarity function to measure the similarity of feature vectors, and the computational results are used to measure PPM similarity. The experiment manifests a satisfied implementation and performance of our proposed framework. Compared to conventional methods, our solution is translation, rotation and similarity transformation consistent, bypassing the problems of numerical error and low efficiency brought by coordinates standardization.
In our future study, by introducing the measurement algorithm in this paper, we will build a PPM retrieval system for practical engineering model management. And the partial retrieval of PPM is another research direction of our future work.
